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With Continuous Delivery



Without
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With Continuous Delivery

Cost per phase

Machine costs  
for phase

Engineer costs  
for phase



With Continuous Delivery

Engineer costs per unit of time

Machine costs per unit of time

error rate at phase
time to execute phase
time to fix phase



What is the error rate?

error rate at phase

error rate at commit level

time to execute phase

commits per unit of time



What is the error rate?
Commit Error 

Rate = 2%
Commit Error 

Rate = 10%
Commit Error 

Rate = 20%

Commits per 
phase = 1 2 % 10 % 20 %

Commits per 
phase = 5 10 % 41 % 67 %

Commits per 
phase = 10 18 % 65 % 89 %

Commits per 
phase = 20 33 % 88 % 99 %

Commits per 
phase = 50 63 % 99 % 100 %

Commits per 
phase = 100 87 % 100 % 100 %



Without

Engineer costs per unit of time

Time to integrate a new version

Time to release on production



Comparison
?

Time to integrate a new version

Time to release on production

Time of release cycle in non-continuous

Time of continuous delivery cycle

error rate at phase

time to fix phase



Comparison
if

?

Time to integrate a new version

Time to release on production

Time to fix phase

error rate at commit level

commits per unit of time

Time of release cycle in non-continuous

Time of continuous delivery cycle

tI + tR >
X

tfp ⇥B

Number of bugs





Comparison
if ?

?

Time to integrate a new version

Time to release on production

Time to fix phase

error rate at phase level

commits per unit of time

Time of release cycle in non-continuous

Time of continuous delivery cycle





Transition to B



Bugs 
Resiliency



time to 
fix bug

# pending
commits

age of 
bugs

# engineers

time 
between 
releases



Time to fix phase

Cost of fixing the pipeline

Number of BugsTime to search for Bug 



Finding a bug



Commits per unit of time
Time to execute phase

Cost of fixing the pipeline

Time to search for Bug 



Commits per unit of timeTime to execute phase

Cost of fixing the pipeline



Total number of commits Error rate at commit level

Cost of fixing the pipeline



Time to fix phase Commits per unit of time

Time to execute phase Error rate at commit level

Cost of fixing the pipeline



Time to fix phase

Cost of fixing the pipeline

Number of BugsTime to search for Bug 



Cost of fixing the pipeline

if n is the execution time

if n is the number of commits
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Bugs 
Zero Bugs?



Transition to C



Cost of Delay 
Examples 



With Continuous Delivery

Time to fix phase

Time to execute phase

error rate at phase

Money won per unit of time for a feature in production



Without

Time to integrate a new version
Time to release on production

Time of release cycle in non-continuous

Money won per unit of time for a feature in production



Comparison

Time to fix phase

Time to execute phase

error rate at phase

Time to integrate a new version

Time to release on production

Time of release cycle in non-continuous





Transition to Closing



Monitor your Inventory



Closing
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= 1€/minute

100K€/year
100

=

= 3 months

= 2 weeks

= 2 weeks

= 1 hour

= 8 hours

Calculate savings in a year

M   = 0€/minute



Calculate savings in a year



Cost per release without CD = 33440€
Cost per feature with CD = 61€

Savings / year = 82K€

Calculate savings in a year



Questions pending

How much should I invest in: 
• automated testing? 
• training? 
• refactoring? 

What coding strategy suits my team best?
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Simulation Parameters

error rate at phase

error rate at commit level

time to execute phase

commits per unit of time





Closing
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